Report on EBSB: Unity Day/Ethnic Day

As part of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB), IIITDM-Kancheepuram organized National Unity Day and Ethnic Day celebrations on October 31st 2019. The evening highlighted diverse cultures from different states to the stage with performances pertaining to music, dance and quiz. Commemorating the birth of honorable Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the Iron Man and first deputy prime minister of India, students lightened up the stage with their heart-warming speeches on both the unity day and the ethnic day, highlighting one of the very fundamental philosophy behind our nation's strength- "Unity in Diversity". On the Eve of Kerala /Andhra Pradesh/Madhya Pradesh/Karnataka/ Haryana/Chhattisgarh day on November the 1st, a wide range of programs and events starting from 6 pm to 7pm. leaving no curtain unturned, were conducted. The day kick started with an exciting quiz on cultural history that kept the audience on their edge (Quiz Club). This event was closely followed by a classical music performance that had the crowd singing on to the tune of the raga (Music Club).